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PLAYBACK is the bulletin of the British Library National
Sound Archive (NSA). It is published free of charge three

times a year, with information on the NSA’s current and future
activities, and news from the world of sound archives and audio
preservation. Comments are welcome and should be addressed
to the editor at the NSA.

We have a special mailing list for PLAYBACK. Please write,
phone, fax or e-mail us, or complete and send in the tear-off slip
at the end of this issue (if you have not done so already) if you
wish to receive future issues through the post.

The National Sound Archive is one of the largest sound
archives in the world and is based at the British Library’s main
building at St Pancras.

For further information contact
The British Library 
National Sound Archive
96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
Tel: 020 7412 7440. Fax: 020 7412 7441
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■ Will Prentice writes: Following on from my

earlier article (“The Gramophone Goes East”,

Playback 23), I was awarded a Winston Churchill

Travel Fellowship to continue research into

commercial recordings made in the Caucasus and

Central Asia, prior to the Russian Revolution.

Between June and August I spent two weeks each

in Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia,

researching historical recording and performance

contexts. I also made some recordings of my own on

the way, which will be made available via the NSA

Listening & Viewing Service. The trip also provided

an opportunity to make contact with the various

national and regional sound archives, many of which

were previously unknown to the NSA.
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■ NSA publications activity is currently breaking all records.

The first CDs in a new series from the International Music

section, produced in collaboration with Topic Records, have just

hit the streets and are described in more detail on page 7.The

Wildlife section has reissued its highly successful British Bird

Sounds on CD (see page 3) with a newly-designed cover and

booklet and at a tempting lower price.The jazz section also has

two CDs in preparation with Topic Records, while the initial

pressing of 5000 copies of The Century in Sound CD

has sold out and a further 2500 are now in stock.

■ The Edison Fellowships, based in the Western

Art Music section and supported by the Saga

Trust, have been inaugurated and the first batch of

Fellows announced. The Fellowships are designed to

encourage scholarship devoted to the history of recordings of

classical music and music in performance. Among topics being

studied are recordings of Bartók’s string quartets and of the

classical saxophone; the role and effect of recordings on the

early music movement; and the influence of recordings on

musical culture in England and France from 1890 to 1950.The

new season of Saga Trust-supported Saul Seminars has also

been announced (see Events section in this issue). Speakers

include Sir John Drummond and Sir Charles Mackerras.

■ The NSA is currently hosting the Ken Stanton Archive as

artists in residence. Throughout September they have been

conducting a series of public recordings in the British Library

featuring performers as diverse as ‘Mr Ray’ (a jazz bass player

from Philadelphia) and Sir Colin St John Wilson, the architect of

the building. The residency will culminate in a performance in

the piazza at the British Library on Saturday 25 November

which will incorporate elements gathered from these events,

archival recordings and live performances.This will be recorded

for subsequent radio broadcast.

■ On the death of Mr Ray Batt, his collection of approximately

7000 jazz recordings, together with books and periodicals,

was transferred to the NSA as a bequest. Knowledge of the

collection and the terms of Mr Batt’s will have influenced jazz

selection policy for many years. The collection is of the

highest quality and interest and will much enhance our

holdings of earlier jazz material.

■ The Wildlife Sound curator Richard Ranft designed and

produced texts and extracts of nature sounds world-wide

for ‘Cries of the Wild’, a new outdoor audio installation in

Regent’s Park, which opened fully in August. It featured 43

induction loops hidden underground in the gardens; the

sounds could be heard by the public over cordless headsets.

The installation is due to reopen for another season in 2001.

what’s happening

Cries of the Wild 

Left: Levi Bakakhanov,
court musician to the
Emir of Bukhara, 1911
Above: Ari Bakakhanov,
grandson  of Levi, and prominent
musician, Bukhara, 2000.
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The NSA is reissuing its acclaimed audio

guide to British birds with attractive new

packaging at a lower price. Although it was

originally issued in 1992, we believe that 

‘British Bird Sounds on CD’ is still the leader in

its field.The two-CD set contains:

■ the 175 most commonly-heard species of 

British birds

■ full indexation so that species can be found

immediately

■ spoken announcements identifying each

species by name

■ a 20-page booklet giving full details of the

recordings

All the recordings have been selected from 

the vast collection in the Wildlife Section

and, with very few exceptions, the recordists

are past or present members of the

Wildlife Sound Recording Society, whose

co-operation has played an important part in

our publications.

The total of 175 species includes all the

British birds whose sounds are likely to be

encountered by the average bird-watcher.

From the cuckoo and the nightjar to the song

thrush and the house sparrow, all Britain’s

favourite birds are here. Across the two discs

it is possible to appreciate the great variety

of calls and songs that birds produce and

the reasons why: the courtship calls of

the tufted ducks, a ‘piping’ party of

oystercatchers, the drumming of the lesser

spotted woodpecker, the mimicry of the

marsh warbler and territorial ‘caws’ of the

carrion crow.

The CDs also include examples of the most

beautiful bird songs that can be heard in

Britain, such as the lyrical singing of the

woodlark, the virtuosity of the nightingale and

the musical fluting of the blackbird. The aim

has been to include the most commonly

heard sounds - songs and/or calls - of each

species. For anybody interested in bird-

watching, this set is the definitive audio guide

to birds in Britain. It   comes with a detailed

20-page booklet that gives full information on

every track, including the common and Latin

names of each bird, a description of its song or

call, and the date and place that the recording

was made. This will enable any enthusiast to

identify birds accurately, whether they are in

the garden or out in the open, in the town or

the countryside.
3

a CD reissue from the NSA

birds sing again How to order
‘British Birds Sounds on CD’ is available price £15.99 (catalogue number NSA CD 1/2).
Postage is free in the UK, but £2.00 for overseas deliveries.
Orders by post should be sent to the
British Library Bookshop
The British Library
96 Euston Road
London NW1 2DB
and should enclose a cheque made payable 
to The British Library Bookshop.

The Bookshop also accepts telephone 
orders with payment by
Access,Visa and American Express.

The telephone number for orders is:
+44 (0) 20 7412 7735.

Woodlark

Buzzard

Reed Bunting
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black history month at the NSA 
by Andrew Simons

The British Library’s main contribution to

Black History Month, coordinated in Britain

this year by Channel 4, will take the form of

historic sound recordings from the NSA’s

collections.Wide-ranging aural evidence of the

African Diaspora in Britain will be presented

via two Wurlitzer jukeboxes installed in the

foyer at the British Library throughout

October. Selections can be auditioned free of

charge using the headphones provided. In many

cases the recordings included are available for

listening only within the Library’s building.

Some feature early personalities or performers

whose importance has only recently been

recognised, and of whom very few recordings

exist. Others were recorded in old age in the

course of NSA projects. Many well-known

performers are also represented, but usually

by recordings which have not been published.

Black History Month was established by

Carter G.Woodson (1875-1950), the ‘Father of

Negro History’, back in 1926 and was known

then as Negro History Week. This studious

celebration was observed largely by black

schools and progressive churches, and further

endorsed by left-leaning American trade

unions.

Woodson was no token black in the

educational system for there was, if anything,

social pressure to keep him out. He earned

a PhD from Harvard in 1912, but most

importantly, started up the Journal of Negro

History in 1916, which of course had many

white academic contributors too. He wrote

important histories himself and The

Miseducation of the Negro is still a rite-of-

passage for certain black youngsters today.

But whether or not African-American children

ever read his works, they mostly do know 

his name, for many major American cities have

a public library branch or a neighbourhood

school named after him. In the 1970s Negro

History Week became Black History Month,

which is February in the States but October 

in Britain.

The NSA Oral History section holds many

recordings of black Britons, from historic

broadcasts by Sir Learie (later Lord)

Constantine (famous cricketer) and Dr David

(later Lord) Pitt (Chairman of the Greater

London Council, first black president of the

British Medical Association etc.) to interviews

with Pauline Crabbe, who founded the

National Council  for One-Parent Families,

Lionel Morrison of the Black Power

movement, the prominent trade union leader

Bill Morris, and famous sportsmen such as

Daley Thompson, Justin Fashanu and Lennox

Lewis.

A representative selection of these is

included in the jukeboxes, together with

recordings of black literary figures, beginning

with the author and critic CLR James. A

distinctive black literary voice on record again

came later with poets such as Samuel Selvon,

Linton Kwesi Johnson, and Grace Nicholls

from the West Indies, Dennis Brutus from

South Africa, and Wole Soyinka from Nigeria.

Also featured in the jukeboxes are actors and

entertainers of more recent years such as

Lenny Henry and Josette Simon.

Very few black musicians enjoyed sufficient

status before World War II to be recorded. In

fact one of the only examples we have been

a studious celebration

Ken Johnson



the jukebox recordings  
jazz

Dave Wilkins and Bertie King.
Widdicombe Fair, recorded London, 12 September 1938

Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson and his West Indian Dance
Orchestra.
Snakehips Swing, recorded London, 22 September 1938

The Lauderic Caton Quartet.
The Jumping Jive (From the Java Joint), recorded London, ca.
1940-September 1941

Joel and Frank Deniz.
Soft Winds, recorded London, 17 May 1944

Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson and his Orchestra.
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, unissued Decca session from 1944 

Cab Kaye with the Ken Moule Seven.
When I Hear That Conga Drum, 1954 recording for Esquire,
an early British independent jazz label

international music

Lord Beginner with the Calypso Rhythm Kings.
Victory Test Match (Cricket Lovely Cricket) a calypso
documenting the  West Indian cricket success over England 
at Lords in June 1950

Sol T Plaatje.
Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika, 1923. This recording of the hymn predates
the first previously known recording by Griffiths Motsieloa,
made in England in 1930

King Kong - a jazz musical.
Music by South African Todd Matshikiza, directed by 
Leon Gluckman in a recording with the original cast

Lord Kitchener with the Vincent Street Six.
Sweet Jamaica, 1948 but released 1952, a remarkable calypso
expressing regret at leaving home and the hardships of a
new life in London

Youssou N'dour and Peter Gabriel.
Your Eyes, 1986 duet with Peter Gabriel later remixed for 
dance clubs

drama and literature

Paul Robeson.
Recording made for the 20th anniversary rally of the Daily
Worker, which Robeson was unable to attend having had his
passport revoked while he was under investigation by the
House Un-American Activities Committee

C L R James.
Author and thinker, active in democratic movements in the
West Indies and Africa, and from 1932 cricket correspondent
for the Manchester Guardian

Elisabeth Welch.
New York singer and actress talks about her career,
recorded 22 December 1987 

Wole Soyinka.
Author and leading opponent of Nigeria’s military regimes 
reads his poem Civilian and Soldier, recorded 2 August 1970 

oral history 

Dr David Pitt (Lord Pitt of Hampstead).
Speaking on his life and career as social activist, later Chairman
of the Greater London Council, recorded in 1974

Donald Hinds.
Remembers working with Claudia Jones, founder of the 
West Indian Gazette and the Notting Hill Carnival.

Bernie Grant.
Speech by the late MP at Socialist Workers’ Party event,
recorded in 1994.

Bill Morris.
The trade union 
leader speaks of 
his teenage years 
in Birmingham,
recorded in 1996.

Chris Ofili.
Artist and Turner 
Prize winner on 
what influences 
his work.

western art music 

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor.
An extract from a programme about the composer of
Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast, composed  in 1898

Willard White.
‘I Got Plenty of Nuttin’ (Gershwin) and ‘O Ruddier Than the
Cherry’ (Handel) and in interview in 1987

Wayne Marshall.
As pianist in Porgy and Bess (Gershwin), recorded in 1988, and
organist in Toccata from Symphony no.5 in F minor Op.42,
no.1 (Widor)

pop music

Matumbi.
After Tonight, one of the leading British-based reggae groups of
the mid-70s

Harry J Allstars.
Liquidator.The British-based Trojan record label licensed and
released the work of Jamaican artists such as Harry J

The Equals.
Funky Like a Train. Eddy Grant first came to prominence in the
late 1960s as guitarist and chief songwriter with The Equals
before leaving to run his own studio and record label

Loose Ends.
Hangin’ on a String. Formed in 1982, Loose Ends were the first
all-black British band to sign to the Virgin record label

Cookie Crew.
MC Remedee and Susie Q of the Cookie Crew describe the
early days in London and Anderson Hinds (Ruthless Rap
Assassins) gives  the Manchester perspective

Double Trouble & Rebel MC.
Street Tuff. Rebel MC blended elements of Ska with a pop
sensibility in this infectious hit, cheekily proclaiming his 
London roots.
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All these recordings, and many more, may be heard 
on the jukeboxes during Black History Month at the
British Library in October.Be
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able to include, featuring the jazz singer Adelaide Hall with the

Duke Ellington Orchestra in 1932, was recorded in the US and

not released anywhere until the 1980s, although Adelaide Hall

lived and performed in Britain from the 1920s onwards.

However, the Zonophone and Singer companies were active in

recording for a specialist audience, and we have included the

earliest known recording of the African National Congress

anthem,“Nkosi Sikekel’ iAfrika”, made by Zonophone in London

in 1923 and performed by black South African political activist

Sol T. Plaatje (see Playback 12). Marabi music, which emerged in

South African townships in the 1920s and developed into what

is now loosely called township jive, was first recorded by Singer

in London in the 1930s – we include a performance by Griffiths

Motsieloa.Without these early recordings we would have little

evidence of pre-war African musical traditions.

Many early black British jazz musicians were West Indians,

including the pioneering swing band leader Ken ‘Snakehips’

Johnson; Lauderic Caton, who introduced the electric guitar to

Britain during the War; and the still modern-sounding free jazz

alto saxophonist Joe Harriott. Johnson’s orchestra was the first

all-black dance-orientated ensemble in Britain and was very

popular in concert and on BBC broadcasts. Later jazz selections

included in the jukeboxes, taken largely from unpublished

recordings, feature black artists from a variety of backgrounds

such as vocalists Dame Cleo Laine and Elaine Delmar, trumpeter

Shake Keane and the South African saxophonist Dudu Pukwana.

Less formal but richer in social comment are the recordings

of early calypso performers from the West Indies such as Lord

Beginner and Lord Kitchener. More recently World Music has

become arguably the fastest growing area in record shops.

Youssou N’Dour’s collaboration with household name Peter

Gabriel demonstrates this well, as do the hordes of people

visiting the annual World of Music and Dance festival in Reading,

recorded each year since 1983 by NSA staff. At a more

grassroots level Zimbabwe’s Chartwell Dutiro, formerly with the

Thomas Mapfumo band, teaches Shona music and language at all

levels, as well as producing his own CDs.

The contribution of black musicians and culture to British

“classical” music is often overlooked: pride of place goes to

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912), born in London of

parents from Sierra Leone. Sir Michael Tippett was fascinated by

the blues singing of Bessie Smith and his compositions, two of

which are included in the jukeboxes, were much influenced by

jazz. His war-time oratorio, A Child of Our Time, was written in

response to a savage Nazi pogrom against the Jews. In place of

Lutheran chorales Tippett uses American Negro spirituals as

universally accepted symbols of oppression and as an expression

of a fundamental emotional experience. Recent British black

performers are represented by Wayne Marshall, who was born

in Oldham, Lancashire, in 1961 and educated at Chetham’s

School, Manchester and the Royal College of Music. He is a

pianist, organist and a conductor.
6

The first two CDs in the NSA’s new international music series

have just been published: Zanzibar: music of celebration and Music

of Makran: Traditional fusion from coastal Balochistan. The first

draws on recordings made by the International Music collection

(IMC) curator Janet Topp Fargion (NSA collection reference

C724) and the second from the Anderson Bakewell collection

(C44).

In November 1999 the NSA signed

an agreement with the

London-based record

label, Topic Records,

to issue CDs from the

IMC. Though the NSA

has published from its

collections before, this is

the first time it has had an

arrangement of this kind.

Over the next five years we

will produce between four and

six CDs a year. They will be

drawn largely from the IMC’s

collections of unique contemporary

and historic field recordings.This year’s releases will also include

the music of sea nomads of the Andaman Sea (by Tom Vater

C799), Papua New Guinea (by John Thornley C838), Ghana

(by Trevor Wiggins C791), and Romania (taken from the

A. L. Lloyd archive C200). Potential projects following this will

feature guitars and stringed instruments from South Africa

(recordings made by Kevin Volans C740), historic field recordings

made by Klaus Wachsmann in Uganda in 1949-50 and women’s

music from Central Asia (by Razia Sultanova C890).

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

publishing 
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The series will also include some reissues of historic location

recordings first issued on 78 rpm discs in the early part of this

century. The first is expected to be a set of Gramophone

Company discs from 1909 of music from Central Asia and the

Caucasus, originally produced for sale in the localities of origin.

Such recordings were usually made in makeshift ‘studios’ in the

field by intrepid early record company representatives, and are

thus in most respects of similar interest to more modern field

recordings made for research purposes.

Our collaborator, Topic Records Ltd, has a strong claim to

being “the oldest independent record company in the world”.As

chronicled in the recent BBC radio programme ‘The Little Red

Label’ its origins go back to the late 1930s when the Workers’

Music Association formed the label in order to issue ‘music of

the people’ on 78s. Initially featuring choirs singing ‘The Red

Flag’ and other left-wing anthems, its focus gradually shifted to

performances of folk songs, initially by revivalists but increasingly

during the 1960s by traditional performers. By the late 70s

under the energetic leadership of Tony Engle, still at the helm

today, Topic was putting out LPs of field-recorded British

and Irish traditional music on an almost weekly basis. With

changing market conditions in the 80s and 90s the company

diversified but publishing traditional music remained the

basic preoccupation. In recent years a number of prestigious

projects have been undertaken, including the much-praised

new compilation entitled The Voice of the People made by Dr Reg

Hall whose own collection is now being deposited in the NSA

(C903). Topic’s own archive was deposited in April 1981 (C11)

and in whole or in part we also have the three collections most

closely associated with Topic and its background: A.L.Lloyd

(C200 – Lloyd was artistic director of Topic in its early years),

Ewan MacColl (C102) and in copy form,

Charles Parker (C250).

Topic is not new to ‘world music’

having had its own international series

for some time, but the reliance on

archival collections not originally

created for commercial release

distinguishes the NSA collaboration

from most other current world

music publication. With the

appearance of the first two new

CDs, Janet Topp Fargion said ‘I’m

really pleased with them. It’s

been so exciting working on these

projects, and it’s been something that I’ve always had at

the back of my mind for the IMC section; I think they look and

sound fantastic.’

Little Zanzibari music has been published. Most of what has

been released features semi-studio recordings – made in

Zanzibar, with musicians brought together especially for the

recordings – covering mainly one tradition - orchestral Taarab. By

contrast the recordings on our CD are of actual events, made as

part of Janet’s doctoral research in 1989/90.The recordings are

thus very atmospheric – you can hear the audience respond to

what’s going on. They cover a range of genres, all of which are

extremely popular now, as they were when the recordings were

made ten years ago.The main change in Zanzibar since then has

been the development of tourism; when these recordings were

made it was very hard even to get on and off the island, so the

situation has changed very quickly. But the traditions

represented on the CD have changed very little, and the

musicians are all still much involved in the same types of music.

About this project, Janet said: ‘All the musicians on the CD have

been really excited about the project. They are thrilled that all

that hard work back then has come to this.’

More than Zanzibar, the Makran coast is little known. Makran

is the name given, since ancient times, to the arid and hilly tract

along the Arabian Sea between the Persian Gulf and India.

Nowadays this constitutes the southern

portion of Balochistan, a province shared

between Iran and Pakistan. Anderson

Bakewell’s remarkable recordings were made

in Pakistani Makran in 1991 as part of a

preliminary survey of the major settlements

(including Gwadar, Panjgur, Jiwani, Ormara,

Pasni, Turbat and the Kech Valley). At that time

Makran was very much a musical terra incognita,

and this to a large extent remains the case.

Difficulty of access and political sensitivity have

been as effective deterrents to musicologists as

the unforgiving climate and rugged landscape were

to military campaigns (Alexander the Great lost a

large portion of his army in its deserts) and more

comprehensive research awaits the easing of restrictions.

Situated in the east of the Indian Ocean culture area, Makran is

the setting for a fusion of musical cultures from the Middle East,

Indo/Pakistan, and Africa which have developed over centuries.

Recordings represent a range of instrumental and vocal genres

associated with healing ceremonies. Anderson writes: ‘[This is]

music specifically devised to create suitable conditions for a state

of trance.As such it makes demands upon a listener, whose full

appreciation of its subtlety depends upon adopting another ‘way

of listening’, but whose efforts will be highly rewarded.’

How to order the CDs

The CDs in the NSA-Topic series are available from the British

Library bookshop, price £12.99 each.

Postage is free in the UK but £2.00 for overseas orders.

Orders by post should be sent to the British Library Bookshop,

The British Library, 96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB.Cheques

should be made payable to The British Library Bookshop.

The Bookshop also accepts telephone orders with payment

by Access, Visa and American Express. The telephone number

for orders is +44 (0) 20 7412 7735.
7

the new Topic-NSA record label

the music world
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events

■ Friends of Wildlife Sound talks
‘The Hunt for the Tasmanian Wolf’ by Peter
Chapple (Australia) and ‘Wildlife Recording on
Gough Island in 1956’ by Mike Swales (UK)
At the British Library
Contact: Richard Ranft, NSA
Tel: 020 7412 7402. Fax: 020 7412 7441
E-mail: richard.ranft@bl.uk
October 7 (afternoon)
‘Vocal Communication in Lions and Elephants’
by Dr Karen McComb (Sussex University) and
‘Wildlife Sounds from around the World’ by John
Paterson (WSRS)
At the British Library
Contact: R Ranft
Tel: 020 7412 7402. Fax: 020 7412 7441
E-mail: richard.ranft@bl.uk
December 9 (afternoon)

■ Oral History training courses
One-day courses in oral history techniques
At the Gas Hall, Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery, Birmingham
Contact: Rob Perks, NSA
Tel: 020 7412 7405. Fax: 020 7412 7441
E-mail: rob.perks@bl.uk
October 26

■ The Saul Seminars
At the British Library
‘Making connections: the work and influence of Sir
William Glock’ by Sir John Drummond (London)
October 31
‘Singing both high and low: how the sounds and
meanings of entertainment singing changed with
20th-century culture’ by Stephen Banfield
(University of Birmingham)
November 14
‘The line of argument in Chopin’s E minor Prelude’
by John Rink (University of London)
January 16
Tickets from the British Library Events Office
Tel: 020 7412 7332
E-mail: boxoffice@bl.uk

geoffrey saba

nsa user profile
The pianist Geoffrey Saba has an international reputation, which has taken him to North America,
Eastern and Western Europe, the Middle East, India, Japan, South East Asia, and home to his native
Australia.He made his Wigmore Hall debut in 1972 and in 1974 was awarded a bronze medal at the
first Arthur Rubinstein International Piano Master Competition. His repertoire includes much rarely-
performed music from the early part of the 20th century. His essay on a performer’s approach to
playing Schubert’s unfinished piano sonatas was published by the International Franz Schubert
Institute,Vienna, as part of its facsimile edition of the C major Sonata (‘Relique’), D840.Among his
recordings are not only Schubert sonatas, but also Stravinsky, Mussorgsky and Grainger’s
arrangements of Gershwin.When he is not playing himself, he gives master classes abroad and enjoys
teaching at home in England.

When did you first come to
the National Sound Archive?

It was as long ago as 1969-70, soon
after the opening of services at 
29 Exhibition Road in South
Kensington. I don’t remember the
time when there was a red light
outside the basement [part of
the building was still a house of
ill repute], but I must have been
among the earliest visitors there.
Initially I had approached the
BBC to enquire if they ran a
listening service and was taken
aback when somebody there
answered the phone saying, ‘Hello,
Fire Department’! Then pianist
colleagues put me on to the
National Sound Archive.

What recordings did you hear?
That first visit was just before my
Wigmore Hall debut. The
programme was Chopin, Schubert
and a new piece by an Australian
composer. I probably listened to a
number of different recordings of 

the Chopin B minor Sonata. It is so
useful to be able to line up a lot of
recordings of the same piece and
listen to them in succession. The
National Sound Archive is the only
place that offers that service.
There is no other collection of
comparable size open to the public.

Do you listen to contemporary
music as well?
In the 1970s I used to come to
listen to a lot of music by
composers who were active in
central Europe, such as Kagel and
Ligeti. They were not extensively
recorded then and that was the
only way of getting access to their
music. But I stopped playing
contemporary music because it was
not good for my Chopin.

What have you requested
recently?
On my last visit I heard about 20
performances of Scriabin’s Fifth
Piano Sonata, including live

recordings by Dmitri Alexeev (very
interesting) and Sviatoslav Richter.
It is almost impossible to play
the sonata with complete technical
accuracy live and studio recordings
tend to lose the feeling of manic
spontaneity. For that reason having
access to live recordings and
broadcasts through the Listening
& Viewing Service is particularly
valuable.

How do you find the NSA
services at St Pancras?
Of course, the atmosphere is less
personal, but I suppose that has to
be expected. Ever since my first visit
to the old building 30 years ago, the
service has been unfailingly good.
That is why I keep coming back,
usually about every six or nine
months. It was interesting to read
the recent article in the newsletter
about your founder and how the
National Sound Archive was set up.
I have a copy of ‘Playback’ on top
of the piano now!


